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Prices are approximate - they could be lower or higher than stated. 
Please read “A word about prices” on the Home page.

Unique jewellery hand-made in the Highlands of Scotland by Elvira 
Neame. Each piece is made individually from my own designs, using 
Sterling Silver, Semi-Precious stones, Freshwater Pearls, Amber, Shell 
and other natural materials, which are carefully sought and chosen for 
their quality, colour, lustre, texture, shape and any unusual properties. 

For this reason many pieces are ‘one-offs’ or limited editions, and de-
signs are continually changing with new materials found. The pictures 
on these pages represent the type of jewellery I make, and if I cannot 
reproduce a piece exactly, I can produce something similar. Many of 
the designs can be made in different colours, and all of them can be 
made to measure. I can do personal orders, commissions and bespoke 
jewellery, and I can match my jewellery to your clothes. I will restring 
necklaces and repair any jewellery if it’s possible. I also offer a range of 
jewellery for children and young people. All pieces can be made using 
Sterling Silver, 9ct Gold, Gold-Filled, and Silver or Gold Plated finish, 
as required.

Please remember that designs, colours and sizes are interchangeable. 
It is not possible to show everything, but it is possible to make most 
things. For example, any amount of single or multiple drops can be put 
on a necklace in any colours, as in picture opposite. Single strands can 
be double or triple. Matching earrings and bracelets can be made.

To see the full collection and other new designs, come and visit me at 
the shows and fairs listed on www.elfjewels.co.uk

Elvira is an Anglo-Saxon name meaning Elf Counsel. This is elf-crafted 
jewellery.

“Mae Govannen!”
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Bracelets
CCB1   
Semi-Precious hearts and stars, silver 
or gold-plated. various stones/colours            
£38

CCB2   
Semi-Precious hearts and stars, silver 
or gold-plated. various stones/colours            
£38

matching earrings      
£5

CCB3   
Semi-Precious hearts and stars, silver 
or gold-plated. various stones/colours            
£38

Bracelets
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CCB4   
Semi-Precious hearts and 
stars, silver or gold-plated. 
various stones/colours            
£38

matching earrings      
£5

CCB6   
Semi-Precious hearts and 
stars, silver or gold-plated. 
various stones/colours            
£38

matching earrings      
£7.50

CCB5   
Semi-Precious hearts and 
stars, silver or gold-plated. 
various stones/colours            
£38

matching earrings      
£7.50

Bracelets
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CCB7   
Semi-Precious hearts and 
stars, silver or gold-plated. 
various stones/colours            
£38

matching earrings      
£7.50

Bracelets
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CCB 8    
Rhodonite hearts bracelet 
and pendant set, silver-
plated  £38

pendant £5

CCB 9     
Dyed Bone bracelet, 
gold-plated £38.  
Matching earrings £9



CCB 10   
Blue Lace Agate hearts bracelet, 
silver-plated £38.  Matching 
earrings £5

Bracelets
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Necklaces

CCN2     
Pink Frosted and Striped 
Glass beads, silver-plated                            
£44
                 
earrings                                                                                            
£7.50

CCN1      
Blue Frosted and Striped 
Glass beads, silver-plated                           
£44

earrings                                                                                            
£7.50
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CCN3     
Green Frosted and Striped Glass 
beads, gold-plated                            
£44
                 
earrings                                                                                            
£7.50

CCN4     
Fancy Venetian-style 
Glass beads, linked with 
silver or gold-plated 
wire - various colours                                         
£57   
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Necklaces



Necklaces
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CCN5    
Semi-Precious stars on silver 
or gold-plated chain, various 
colours                            
£35
             
matching earrings                              
£7

CCN6    
Blue and Green dyed Bone 
beads, gold-plated                                     
£55

earrings                                                                                            
£9
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CCN7    
Various colours dyed Bone beads, silver or gold-plated             
£50 - £60
                 
matching bracelets various, silver or gold-plated                      
£30 - £45
                 
matching earrings various, silver or gold-plated                           
£7.50 - £12

Necklaces
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CCN 8    
Rhodonite and Mother of 
Pearl necklace, silver-plated 
£56. Matching earrings £10

CCN 9   
Dumortierite and Mother 
of Pearl necklace, silver-
plated £56.  Matching 
earrings £10

Necklaces
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CCN 10   
Carved and Stained Bone 
necklace, gold-plated 
£63

CCN 11   
Venetian-style Glass linked 
necklace, silver-plated £60

Necklaces
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CCN 12   
Striped Glass necklace, 
silver-plated £44

CCN 13   
Red and Black Dyed 
Bone necklace, gold-
plated £55.  Matching 
earrings £9

Necklaces
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Sets
CCSET 1 – CCSET 14    
Semi-Precious hearts and 
stars, various stones/
colours.

silver or gold-plated
pendant and earrings     
£10 - £25

Sterling Silver or Gold Filled 
pendant and earrings  
£25 - £48

CCSET 1 CCSET 2

CCSET 3 CCSET 4 CCSET 5

CCSET 6 CCSET 7 CCSET 8



CCSET 15                
Frosted Glass heart sets, various colours and 
combinations silver or gold-plated,    

pendants                      £ 5 - £ 10
earrings                        £ 5 - £ 12
sets                               £ 10 - £ 22

CCSET 9 CCSET 10 CCSET 11

CCSET 12 CCSET 13 CCSET 14

CCSET 15
14

Sets



Sets
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CCSET 16
Malachite heart 
pendant and 
earrings set, 
gold filled £42

CCSET 17
Sodalite hearts 
pendant and 
earrings set, 
silver-plated 
£10

CCSET 18
Abalone Moon 
pendant and 
earrings set, 
silver-plated 
£18



Pendants
CCP 1 – 19   
Semi-Precious hearts, 
stars, and other shapes, 
various stones/colours

silver or gold-plated,                     
£5 - £15

Sterling Silver or Gold 
Filled       
£20 - £40 CCP1 CCP2

CCP3 CCP4 CCP5

CCP6 CCP7 CCP8
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CCP12 CCP13 CCP14

CCP15 CCP16 CCP17

CCP9 CCP10 CCP11

Pendants
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CCP18 CCP19

Pendants
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CCP 20 – CCP29          
Shell  various shapes and 
colours

silver or gold-plated,                                                                                  
£7.50 - £22

Sterling Silver or Gold Filled  
£20 - £35

CCP20 CCP21

CCP22 CCP23 CCP24

CCP25 CCP26 CCP27

Pendants
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CCP28 CCP29

Pendants
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CCP 30 – CCP 39
Glass various shapes and 
colours 
                          
silver or gold-plated,                                                                                   
£9 - £15
 
Sterling Silver or Gold 
Filled                                
£22 - £35 CCP30 CCP31

CCP33 CCP34CCP32

CCP36 CCP37CCP35

Pendants
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CCP39CCP38

CCP40
Carved Bone Frog 
and Sterling Silver                                              
£ 35

Pendants
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CCP41
Carved Bone Lizard 
pendant, sterling 
silver £35

CCP42
Serpentine Seahorse 
pendant, sterling 
silver £35

CCP43
Jasper star pendant, 
gold-plated £7.50

CCP44
Tiger Eye heart 
pendant, gold-plated 
£7.50

CCP45
Carved Lacquer 
Butterfly pendant, 
gold-plated £7.50

CCP46
Porcelain Duck 
pendant, silver-plated 
£7.50

CCP47
Venetian-style Glass 
pendant, silver-plated 
£9

CCP48
Black Onyx heart 
pendant, gold-filled 
£23

CCP49
Hematite large heart 
pendant, silver-plated 
£12

Pendants
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CCP50
Hematite Dolphin 
pendant, silver-plated 
£12

CCP51
Frosted Glass Heart pendants, 
various colours, silver and 
gold-plated £5

CCP52
Carved Lacquer Fish 
pendant, sterling 
silver £45

CCP53
Abalone Large Heart pendant, 
silver-plated £12

Pendants
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CCE 1 – CCE 13         
Glass various shapes and 
colours

silver or gold-plated,                                                                                    
£12 - £20

Sterling Silver or Gold 
Filled
£18 - £35

Earrings

CCE1 CCE2

CCE4 CCE5CCE3

CCE7 CCE8CCE6
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CCE 14 – CCE 17       
Shell various shapes 
and colours

silver or gold-plated,                                                                                     
£7 - £20 
 
Sterling Silver or Gold 
Filled                               
£12 - £25

CCE9 CCE10 CCE11

CCE12 CCE13

CCE14 CCE15

Earrings
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CCE 18 – CCE 26       
Various other earrings
   
silver or gold-plated,                                                                                      
£9 - £25 

Sterling Silver or Gold 
Filled                                
£17 - £40

CCE16 CCE17

CCE18 CCE19

CCE21 CCE22CCE20

Earrings
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CCE24 CCE25CCE23

CCE26

Earrings
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CCE27
Venetian-style Glass 
earrings, silver-
plated £12

CCE28
Foiled Glass Cone 
earrings, silver-
plated £20

CCE31
Hematite drop 
earrings, silver-
plated £12

CCE32
Abalone Peardrop 
earrings, silver-
plated £20

CCE34
Shell Star earrings, 
silver-plated £8

CCE35
Shell Moon earrings, 
silver-plated £20

CCE33
Abalone Small Heart 
earrings, silver-plated 
£12

CCE30
Hematite double star 
earrings, silver-plated 
£9

CCE29
Carved Lacquer 
and Enamel Barrel 
earrings, silver-
plated £14

Earrings
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Elf Jewels 
Elvira Neame 
Gaskmore Cottage 
Laggan Bridge 
Newtonmore 
Inverness-shire 
PH20 1BS

Tel: 01528 544244
www.elfjewels.co.uk


